Summary

The extent to which the mother’s diet has an influence on the prenatal and postnatal taste development of the child is not clear. However, research agrees that taste imprinting begins in the womb. It is a development process that begins with the foetus and continues throughout the person’s entire life span. The emotional factor and the emotional bond must also play an important role in the question of whether we enjoy eating or are indifferent or hostile to the consumption of food and see it more as a necessity than an opportunity for enjoyment. The mother-child bond and the first experiences of pleasure and food in infancy and childhood must therefore be fundamental and formative. How the diet of adolescents and adults tangibly develops, what ends up on the plate and what is preferred, remain significantly dependent on the surrounding culture, the position in the social sphere and the resulting habitus as well as the conditions and attitudes in the family.
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Introduction

The first phase of socialization - primary socialization in infancy and early childhood - is particularly important, as the child’s basic personality structures are developed at this time. Primary socialization takes place almost exclusively within the family, in the child’s direct exchange with the parents [1]. At this point, certain values, standards, beliefs and expectations are conveyed to the child by the family, which are also influenced by social background [2].

Through everyday interaction, imitation and familiarization, the child takes on the parents’ patterns of thought and action, the habitus, which manifests itself in language, posture, manners and taste preferences, and thereby experiences structured imprinting [3]. In terms of diet, this means that children also imitate, internalize and take on the taste preferences and food habits of parents. And it seems as if these processes of taking on the parental taste pattern begin in the womb.

Prenatal and postnatal taste development

The foetus takes on a variety of flavours in the womb via the amniotic fluid, which are also influenced by the mother’s diet. The American biologist Julie Menella, among others, demonstrated the importance of the prenatal and postnatal taste experiences of the foetus and the child with regard to its later taste development. Her research showed that the child’s swallow rate rises with sweet-tasting amniotic fluid and falls when the amniotic fluid tastes bitter [4]. For the child has an innate, genetic preference for the sweet taste, which is interpreted as an evolutionary advantage: sweet foods are a rapid energy source and most natural toxins taste bitter, rarely sweet [5]. In addition, later taste preferences seem to be influenced by the composition of the amniotic fluid and the flavours contained therein. Evidence was found in experiments that newborns develop preferences for certain flavours, such as for example aniseed when the mother consumes aniseed flavours during pregnancy [6]. These familiarization processes also continue after birth. Certain flavours, such as garlic, pass into the mother’s milk one or two hours after consumption [4].

The infant takes on flavours via the mother’s milk and seems to develop corresponding preferences, as Menella was able to show in a well-known and much-discussed experiment. Infants whose mothers consumed carrot juice during pregnancy as well as infants whose mothers consumed carrot juice during breastfeeding, later had preferences for cereal mush flavoured with a carrot taste during the switch to solid food [7]. These effects are not limited to the mother’s milk. Such familiarization effects were also demonstrated in tests with flavoured milk replacement food [8].

In their own research, Büttner et al. were able to show that only certain diet has an influence on the taste development of the child is therefore not resolved. However, it is certain that taste imprinting begins in the womb. It is a development process that begins with the foetus, continues in infancy and does not end in childhood.

Taste and socio-cultural background

As mentioned at the start, food socialization in infancy and childhood is particularly important. In this phase the child is introduced to the cultural taste pattern and experiences culture and class-specific imprinting through participation in the dietary practice of parents and siblings. How and what we eat is strongly dependent on the position of the family in the social sphere, according to Bourdieu’s habitus theory. Bourdieu also demonstrated how different tastes arise from social differences: lower classes have a different body image, eating habits and taste preferences, and therefore a different food habitus to the more wealthy classes [2]. What Bourdieu was able to prove for...
The child’s tastes are supposedly influenced in the womb – through the flavours in the amniotic fluid.

France in the 1960s and 1970s is also applicable in Germany today. As demonstrated by the Nationale Verzehrstudie (NVS) II (National Consumption Study II), people from lower social classes consume more fat, meat and sausage products and more lemonade, beer and spirits. In contrast, wealthier classes have a higher consumption of fruit, vegetables, fish and shellfish and drink more water, sparkling wine and wine [12].

It is interesting that this not only applies to adults, but also, with the exception of alcoholic drinks, to small children. The GRETA Study, which looked at the dietary behaviour of small children between the ages of 1 and 3, showed that the same class-specific differences are already found among young children as among adults. Hence small children from lower classes eat more meat and sausage products, whereas small children from upper classes consume significantly more fruit [13].

This indicates that the socially-imprinted taste shapes the preferences and dislikes of social classes across the generations and is extraordinarily stable.

The culture-specific preferences of certain regions, countries or cultural circles are thus also passed on through the generations. The processes of habitualization have exactly this purpose: to transfer certain food habits, behaviours and preferences from the parental generation to that of the children [14].

Evolutionary biology programmes: mere-exposure effect and neophobia

A good insight into how the habitus is formed and what roles are played by familiarization and repetition is offered by the mere-exposure effect, established by Robert Zajonc [15]. Zajonc found that new situations, people or things were rated more positively, the more often the experiment participants were confronted with them. This effect is not only used in the advertising industry, but also in the food sector to establish food preferences. Children, who are repeatedly offered a meal at certain time intervals, develop a more or less distinctive preference for it under certain conditions. Correspondingly, this effect was deemed appropriate to establish new foodstuffs among children or even to form targeted taste preferences [16].

Here, however, the mere-exposure effect was overestimated, as it was also subject to substantial limitations. One premise of the cognitive emotion theories is the assumption that every emotion, therefore in terms of food every dislike or preference, is preceded by a subjective assessment. It is therefore not the presentation of a stimulus or a dish, but the previously made assessment of the same, which is responsible for the emergence of emotions, therefore of dislike or appreciation. This assessment can also occur unknowingly: This explains on the one hand, why the mere-exposure effect is then detectable, when the presentation of a stimulus is so short that it lies under the threshold of perception, and why different people react to the same stimulus with different emotions [17]. Taste preferences therefore do not randomly develop, as the mere-exposure effect only arises when there is not a strongly negative assessment upon initial contact – for whatever reason, known or unknown. This could even be the case for example, when the offered food exhibits an external similarity to a food already perceived as negative and rejected according to taste. If a child vehemently rejects a food, repeated offering does not help. However, in the case of neophobias that frequently occur in childhood, repeated offering of new dishes can be entirely helpful [18].

Neophobia is the fear of the new, the unknown. Neophobic tendencies towards unknown foods often arise in childhood, above all between the ages of 18 and 24 months, and are often interpreted as a natural protective mechanism in the face of unknown and potentially toxic foods.

Food socialization in the family

Food and emotion – the pleasure of eating is imprinted early on

An important, but often little considered, aspect of food socialization is the emotionality factor, perhaps because it is difficult to record and prove scientifically. Prenatal and postnatal influences or food habitus show how certain food preferences or dislikes establish and strengthen.
but not how the emotional relationship with cooking and eating and the affinity with issues of diet, food origin and preparation develop. Whether people feel that eating and drinking are enjoyable and the accompanying activities of food preparation and cooking are appealing and pleasurable, or whether they tend to experience them as neutral or even burdensome, is a question whose answer depends on the early childhood emotional imprinting around eating.

The first need that the infant has after birth is the satisfaction of its hunger craving at the mother's breast. What matters here is not just the physical satiation of the infant, but also the experience of pleasure and social bonding. Hunger is stillled and, at the same time, the child feels that food consumption at the mother's breast is pleasurable and thereby forms a close bond with the mother. The common occurrence of this triad of satiation, pleasure and bond is the very first experience of the child.

**Fundamental to the psychoanalytical theory is the assumption that the simultaneous experience of pleasure, bonding and food consumption in the first months of life is of particular importance** [19].

It is thought that these early experiences of pleasure and bonding in the context of food consumption have a formative effect on the child's later bonds and relationships. It is therefore reasonable to assume that these first experiences influence and long-lastingly imprint the later diet and later relationship to eating and drinking in particular as well as to diet and food in general. Food consumption and pleasure are connected, or, as expressed by Prahl and Setzwein, the “primary adoption of enjoyment” [20]. Oral satisfaction is accompanied by satiation, food consumption is enjoyed. The close link between pleasure and eating is even revealed in our colloquial language: “the way to the heart is through the stomach” and “you’re good enough to eat”.

The causes of eating disorders, for example, are certainly varied and complex, yet the reasons for these disorders are often seen in early childhood socialization, in the family environment and their relationship structures in general and in the relationship between the mother and child in particular [14, 20, 24, 25]. Therefore, if eating disorders have their origin, at least in part, in the relationship network between the mother and child, it can also be assumed from the hypothesis that, aside from extreme contexts like eating disorders, early childhood bonding also imprints “normal” eating habits in later life. The experiences of pleasure and orality felt by the infant and small child can also be found in adults in their enjoyment of food consumption [21]. In summary, this means that infants and small children, who experience the consumption of food in a desirable and enjoyable way – i.e. they are regularly, reliably, caringly and patiently fed by their attachment figure (by breast or bottle) – will also experience food consumption as positive and enjoyable as adults. In contrast, infants and small children, who do not experience food consumption as satisfactory and pleasurable, also later feel eating and drinking to be less enjoyable. If the mother is stressed (for psychological reasons, time pressure or other), feeding is hectic, impatient or even forceful, and food consumption must be experienced as less satisfactory. This applies even more if the child suffers from feeding disorders, if it generally consumes food poorly or only slowly and in small amounts and if it is often sick and does not receive sufficient time, attention or empathy from the carer.

Irrespective of how the mother-child relationship develops in the first stage of life, whether positively or negatively, pleasurably or unsatisfactorily, it must have a significant formative effect on the later relationship to food.

**Influence of family and instances of socialization**

During, but above all after, infancy, the conscious part of socialization, the upbringing, is added to the family’s unconscious approach to food and food consumption. A participative style of upbringing, which takes into account the specific needs and requirements of the child, leads to an appropriate interaction with food, rather than an authoritative food upbringing, which principally operates with prohibitions, or the so-called *laissez-faire* methods of upbringing, which end in disorder [26].

”the way to the heart is through the stomach” and “you’re good enough to eat“

Naturally there are also many other factors which have an influence on the socialization of the child. As the early childhood phase ends and the child increasingly takes part in family life, the importance of other family members, peers and authority figures from the circle of acquaintances, nursery or school increases. Siblings, relatives, friends or teachers can then become role models. Here too there seems to exist, alongside familiarization and habitualization, a type of emotional so-
Socialization, which occurs not only via imprinting, but also via identification. Psychological approaches assume that the emotional attitudes, interests and relationship models are established in childhood and early adolescence primarily in the interaction with the family, external role models and peers. In addition, the way in which a person interacts with things, plants, animals and tasks often seems to operate according to the same patterns that were adopted in early years [22]. Likewise it can be assumed that the food involvement of the child’s attachment figure, understood as the affinity and connection to diet, to cooking and eating... and to foodstuffs, has a formative effect on the child.

“Why we like what we eat” – a study on food socialization

Interview study
As part of the study entitled “Why we like what we eat” [23], interviews were carried out by the instigator with 12 people aged between 19 and 67. The aim was to record the food biographies of the interviewees and the accompanying process-based changes. The difficulty therein was that experiences of taste and food are a set of issues that take place every day and mostly unconsciously. Purely narrative interviews are not suitable to record such routine everyday processes. Therefore, elements of the narrative interview were combined with those of the episodic interview (Box 1). Participants were recruited mainly by the instigator, who procured interviewees with a low-income background from a social club. Sampling criteria included gender, age, social background and family situation, in order to record and show as many different food biographies as possible.

Results: Emotional bond to food in childhood is formative

All interviewees of the “idealist” type, characterized by a high food involvement, had a close emotional connection to food issues from an early age irrespective of their class, as the following quote illustrates: “As a child I always had to pick the barley, because there were still small stones and suchlike in the barley, which was not quite clean. That was my task, or shredding the beans and suchlike with the machine. I also liked doing that. I therefore was already engaged with food, not consciously, but simply engaged because I was encouraged and because I liked it.” [23, S.138] Role models play an important role among all interviewees with a high food involvement; in the most part it is the mother or grandmother that is mentioned, who likewise had a close bond to food, eating and cooking. In contrast, for the “indifferent” type there was no participation in shopping, processing and preparing of food; these processes were done by others: “There was a real division of labour among the children within the family. We had to run the entire household.”
And for me it was always cleaning and laundry. So I rarely went into the kitchen. Except to clear up the mess." [23, S.139]

In this case, food remained connected more with burden than with pleasure.

Conclusion

It can be assumed that emotionally based assessment patterns emerge in the early years, which formatively influence the interaction with food and decide whether the preparation and consumption of food is experienced as emotionally satisfactory and enjoyable. Further studies on food socialization in infancy and early childhood are desirable as a critical window on to the emergence of lifelong habits.
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**BOX 1: INTERVIEWS AND EVALUATION**

**Interviews:**

Narrative interview = open interview method, based on Fritz Schütze, where the interviewee is encouraged to freely relate his subjectively-experienced (food) biography [27].

Episodic interview = interview method based on Uwe Flick, which attempts to combine the advantages of the narrative interview with the advantages of a structured guideline interview. Everyday actions and routines are recorded by means of specific questioning. However, this method reduces the biographical account [27].

**Evaluation:**

As the survey was carried out with a combination of narrative and episodic interview methods, a method triangulation was required in the evaluation. The interviews were evaluated with a combination of biographical case reconstruction, according to Gabriele Rosenthal [28], and thematic coding, according to Uwe Flick [27], and case analyses were produced. On this basis, four food types were typologized among the interviewees: the “idealist”, the “pragmatic”, the “status-oriented” and the “indifferent”, characterized by a different food involvement (Box 2).

---

**BOX 2: THE FOUR FOOD TYPES**

1. Idealist: They are characterized by a high emotional connection and affinity to the subjects of food, cooking and enjoyment. In this respect they have also gathered positive participative childhood experiences. For them, eating and drinking has an enjoyment function; they enjoy cooking and attach importance to a regional and seasonal meal plan. The high interest in food is also implemented in practice.

2. Discerning pragmatic: Similarly to the idealists, they have a relatively high interest in food, however they do not succeed in transferring this interest to everyday situations. If there is opportunity and time, the interest is transferred − if not, the enjoyment function of eating fades into the background and they resort to convenience foods. Food involvement in childhood is less marked than with the idealists.

3. Status-oriented: They present themselves as ambivalent. Interest, enjoyment, pleasure and delight in eating, drinking and cooking are bound to the associated status expectations. If consumption promises status, it is celebrated with high interest and exclusivity. Exclusive consumption is regarded as the performance of one’s own good taste. However, if the components lack status, interest, the enjoyment function and delight in eating rapidly decrease. Food involvement in childhood among this type is low.

4. Indifferent: For the indifferent type, food is not a term with positive associations. Neither status nor pleasure and delight are produced by food. Eating, drinking and cooking are rather regarded as a necessary burden, which is preferably carried out without effort and with convenience products. There were no positive, participative childhood experiences with parents or grandparents.
23. Reitmeier S. Warum wir mögen, was wir essen. Eine Studie zur Sozialisation der Ernährung. Transcript, Bielefeld (2013)
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